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1. Abstract
After the discussion of our linguistics experts, those syllabic nasals could be grouped together, and usually be used in a dialect. Although we don’t use this Bopomofo letter anymore, it can be found in earlier dictionary and phonetical articles. We’re glad to encode it. However, there’s one thing we have to comment.

2. Suggestion
- About Bopomofo letter NN U+312F \( \text{ㄆ} \), the glyph in different sources have different glyphs. According to our official source, NN’s vertical stroke touches its glyph as fig.1 and fig.2.
- Other nasal letters, \( \text{ㄇ} \) and \( \text{ㄉ} \) both have a short vertical stroke touch their top. To unify those three letters and conform official sources, the new Bopomofo letter should be like this: \( \text{ㄆ} \).

Figure 1 國音標準彙編
Figure 2 The figure in 國音常用字彙.
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